“Shakti Industries” famous manufacturers and supplier of various machines including many more types of machines are supplied by customers, and customized conclude to meet specific demands of customers.

We are mainly famous in the industry for top quality Injection Molding Machines manufacturing and supplies which are economical, power saving and highly efficient.
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Some types of Machines

- Injection Transfer Molding Machine
- FEP Lined Valve Moulding Machine
- Transfer Molding Machine
- PFA Impeller Machine
- PVDF Lined Pump Machine
- PVDF Impeller Machine
- PVDF Pump Casein Lining Machine,
- PFA Lined Pump Machine, Hydraulic Transfer Moulding Machine
- PP Lined Pump Machine
- PFA Pump Casein Lining Machine
- PTFE Automatic Moulding Machine
- PTFE Pipe Cold Extrusion Machine
- PTFE Pipe Making Machine, Teflon Lining Valve Machine
- PFA Lining Valve Moulding Machine
The injection molding process requires the use of an injection molding machine plastics materials and a mold. The plastic is melted in the Injection Molding Machine and then injected into the mold, where it cools and freeze into the final parts. Our Injection Transfer Moulding Machine is experienced on different stricture, to make sure the safety of our customer and highest quality products.
Advantages of Injection Transfer Moulding Machines

✓ Our Injection Transfer Moulding Machines is offered at a cost effective rate, without compromising on improved quality features.

✓ This machine is better for manufacturing small to medium parts in high volume.

✓ Dimensional stability and excellent surface finish for your components.

✓ High-automation capabilities and cut back on your production costs.

✓ Better strength for small parts when molded with Thick Molding Compound.
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PTFE Transfer Molding Machine

These machines present a rate economical PTFE Lining injection molding substitute to expensive twist kind injection machines without compromising on improved quality features. The machines are produced systematically so production and delivery is fastest.
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Advantages of PTFE Transfer Molding Machine

- After sales assistance
- Easy installation
- Low maintenance cost
- Energy efficient machine
- Corrosion proof machines
- Highly durable and automated
- Cost effective
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Contact Us

Address :-

14/A, Shyam Ujjawal ind. Park, Chokshi Tubes, Opp. SBI Bank, GIDC Phase-1, Vatva, Ahmedabad-382445, Gujarat, India.

Phone Number :-

+91- 079-29707610,
+91- 9825931046

E-Mail :-

info@injectionmoldingmachines.in
info@shaktiind.net
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Thank You